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About This Game

Gameplay:

Quible Sphere features simple gameplay; Get from start to end. That's basically it! But how you do it is up to you.
You take the role of a small ball, named Quible, that has to navigate each stage and avoid all the obstacles the game throws at

you!

Features:

Quible Sphere features several elements for you to enjoy, like:

 40 levels for you to complete

 Extra challenges

 User-created levels

 Full controller support (except for level editor)

Controller recommended, but not required!
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Steam integration:

Using Steam, the game offers the following:

 Achievements

 Game stats

 Workshop

 Leaderboards for every stage (including user levels)

 Cloud save
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Title: Quible Sphere
Genre: Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Hertzole
Publisher:
Hertzole
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Graphics: Any graphics card with shader model 4.0 capabilities

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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Retard game of the year. No explanation of what to do, no saves, and ends in like 1 minute with a level where some bot runs at
you and no indication of what needs to be done to complete it. Waste of download time.. Terrible game. There are many
glitches and it destroyed my save file for no reason!. This was very cool, but it had a couple of major issues.

First, the biggest issue: The rendered FOV didn't appear to match the FOV of the Oculus Rift. This resulted in the scene
warping as I moved my head. As I turned my head to look at something at the edge of my vision, it reached the center of my
vision faster than it should, and became wider as it did. This completely destroyed all sense of immersion.

The other issue is with the anti aliasing. This is a common but inexcusable issue with VR games. Aliasing manifests itself as
flashing and flickering dots along edges of objects in the VR headset as you move your head, which is very distracting and ruins
immersion. The only title I've played completely free of this is "The Lab", which is Valve's Vive headset demo application..
More like... MAXIMUM LAG.

I mean seriously, I play Warframe at max settings, yet this game, on fastest setting, lags like a 90s computer trying to run CoD
Black Ops 3!. Great arcade shootem up game that doesnt take hours of commitment, but can just hop on and play a couple of
games once in a while, which is great for those who cant commit to long hours of gaming. Been looking around alot for a
keyboard only game (since i game on a laptop and cbf getting the mouse out) and Explottens is totally playable with just
keyboard! Gameplay wise is also addicting, since it has lots of levels and bosses to fight through, which keeps it quite engaging
throughout!

Great little game that loads up almost instantly, and perfect when you just need a quick gaming session (which inevitably ends
up being quite a long session cuz it hooks you in with the level progression! I like it!. Hordes and hordes of enemies doesnt
necessarily mean its fun. Theres really no purpose to this game. The bosses are pretty jank, and the art style has way too many
saturated colors. Definitely a game to avoid.
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88\/14, a bit short but der fuhrers lap makes up for it. A old favorite, still hasnt failed to impress me and is a RTS players
dream.. Very unbalanced game. But still good. But still unbalanced. 1vs5 pistolman kill everybody, not balanced but good game.
Happy evening.. This game is a good timewaster but is quite buggy - the sound controls dont work (tried on several computers) -
I like to play with no music and low sound but the controls not working made this impossible and instead I have to mute my
computer. The animals also get "stuck" quite often and they dont produce anything and just stand there making their sound over
and over - this means quite often you dont beat the timer unless you buy extra animals (at which point by the time youve made
enough money, you're past the time for gold etc anyway.

So while it's fun to play and cheap, I wouldn't recommend it when theres a pile of identical games out there (some of which I
have in my library but havent played yet). The story is 10/10, so far!
Characters are amazing,funny and wierd.

Money well spent.. not yet to play it
but i hope developer bring big update for this

. Easy to make texture LUL.. The only problem with this game is that it is totally addictive! There's enough variety between the
levels to keep it interesting, there's a fun story attached, and it gets seriously challenging as you get further in. I highly
recommend it.

I completed the game in 20 hours but there are still levels I could go back to to improve my score. The puzzle element makes
parts of it easily replayable, although I did enjoy watching the story progress.

You can skip the timer on timed levels if like me you're a bit slow! You do need to work up to 3 stars to complete those levels
but it makes them achievable.

The ending wasn't my favourite part but I do like the way you get to choose which ending to go for.

I got the game on sale but even at full price I would consider it great value for money.
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